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CONTENT
Jumeirah magazine exudes wealth, intelligence and
refined luxury. This monthly international publication is
circulated to exclusive hotel rooms throughout Dubai,
Kuwait, London, Shanghai, Frankfurt, Rome, Istanbul, the
Maldives and more. Distribution is set to increase further, as
17 more hotels are currently under development.
Focus is on the luxury traveller. This means within Jumeirah
magazine, readers will find art, culture, travel, food, history,
sports, investment, stories on high-end brands, and insight
into exclusive experiences.
Like the magazine, content is global. Every month
Jumeirah features the best writers from around the world.
Stories are unique, thoughtful and in-depth, creating the
overall impression of intelligent luxury.

CIRCULATION

Frequency: Monthly / 12 issues per year
Print-run: 23,000 copies*

DISTRIBUTION
Jumeirah currently operates 22 hotels,
resorts and residences, including 11 in the
Middle East, six in Europe and five in Asia.
A further 17 hotels are now under
development, with eight properties
scheduled for China, including in
Guangzhou, Hangzhou, Sanya, Macau,
and Qiandaohu.

TARGET MARKET
Jumeirah magazine targets guests and residents
of Jumeirah’s luxurious hotels (such as the Burj Al Arab
Jumeirah in Dubai or Jumeirah Carlton Tower in London).
These readers savour the very best things in life. They are
highly educated and immerse themselves in the art of
fine living. Worldly, informed and affluent, Jumeirah readers
understand luxury.

*Publisher’s own data

ADVERTISING BENEFITS
Jumeirah magazine delivers an affluent and sophisticated audience for advertisers. Readers are interested in
luxury brands and exclusive experiences. When something catches their interest – whether it’s a new handcrafted
watch or lessons in the finest equestrian riding technique – money is no object.
The magazine is consistently high quality throughout, featuring award-winning editorial and design. Truly global
in nature, Jumeirah is distributed around the world.
In select cases, Jumeirah magazine is open to working with advertisers to create advertorial content.

IN EVERY ISSUE
Profiles
Every month, Jumeirah explores the stories behind some of the world’s
most sought-after actors, singers, sports personalities, and philanthropists.
Through exclusive interviews, Jumeirah allows readers genuine insight into
the lives of the elite.
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>>COVER EXCLUSIVE: CATE BLANCHETT<<

ate,

interrupted
In a rare interview, Cate Blanchett talks
exclusively to TRACEY SCOTT about
career beginnings, hobbits and why striking
a work-life balance is impossible
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China

by design

100% Design Shanghai is China’s must-see event
for all that is hip and happening in interior design,
reports SAMANTHA CHIPPINDALE

>>MONITOR<<

T

his November, 100% Design Shanghai will host hundreds of
international exhibitors in what is China’s largest and most
prestigious interior design fair. As part of the 100% Design
franchise, Shanghai is joining well-established shows in London
and Tokyo to showcase innovative contemporary lighting, furniture
and flooring.
Shanghai is China’s (and the world’s) largest city and the
powerhouse of its economic growth. 100% Design doesn’t ignore the commercial
dominance that still exists in the Chinese interiors market, and many of its exhibitors
are looking to strike deals with the hotel and residential construction sectors. But China’s
young, affluent high-flyers, already discerning consumers of Western luxury fashion
brands, are turning their attention to interior luxuries, too, meaning there is a feast of
new domestic design ready to be snapped up and taken home.
The Shanghai Exhibition Center will host the three-day event (November 8-10),
which combines bespoke exhibitor areas and a stimulating range of talks from
professionals in the interior design industry. The exhibitors are all vetted by a committee
of architects, artists and designers, among them Filippo Gabbiani, founder of Shanghaibased architects Kokaistudios. Commenting on the significance of 100% Design
Shanghai, he said, “In China there are many fairs but they are commercial fairs. It’s
important to have an event that doesn’t just involve business and buyers, but also a lot
of designers. To me China is a country where there is very little culture of design, so it’s
extremely important that there are exhibitions like this where innovations are celebrated.”
Michael Young is the show’s creative director and has been involved with 100%
Design in London and Tokyo for the past decade. He likens Shanghai now to those
cities 10 or 15 years ago, suggesting that Shanghai is on the same energetic, creative
cusp. “Having worked with 100% Design for over 10 years, I have come to understand
its global dynamic from both the Japanese and British markets. Since setting up office
in Asia, it has allowed me the opportunity to bring many things together and celebrate
design as it should be.” His Director’s Pick section is a sharp edit of some of the
highlights from the show.
Elsewhere, glass artists are showing dynamically blown and moulded lamps and
sculptures, cabinet makers are rethinking conventional silhouettes and textures in
wooden furniture and the nursery gets an absorbing addition in the shape of a small
ping-pong table that doubles as a work table covered in blackboard paint, ready to be
scribbled on once the pinging and ponging is done.
One of the highlights of the show is 100% Futures, a showcase of new talent. It is
open exclusively to design schools, young companies that have been in business less than
five years and companies whose products are still at prototype stage. This is the chance
to spot stars of the future and to get a feel for where edgy, experimental, inspired design
is going to lead.

Features
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Delving into the topics that would interest affluent
travellers, Jumeirah’s features cover culture, art, luxury
brands, fashion, interiors, cars, watches, history, investing,
travel, food and more.

DESIGNER DESTINATION –
JUMEIRAH HIMALAYAS SHANGHAI

>>FASHION: BOTTLETOP<<

When you have seen all there is to see at 100% Design Shanghai, it
is only fitting that your hotel is as beautiful and stylishly laid out as
the exhibits. The Jumeirah Himalayas Shanghai, set in the Himalayas

Proud to
purchase

Centre in Pudong, is a stunning example of modern, pared-down
Chinese design, decorated with priceless art, and equipped with
the latest business-friendly technology. The bustling lobby revolves
around a 500-year-old pagoda. Restaurants include Shang-High
Cuisine for updated classics and The Grill Room for a boutique
steakhouse experience. And the spa is a haven of tranquillity.
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Now celebrating its 10th year, Bottletop
combines luxury and style with an ethical
conscience. MARY MOSS reports

Monitor
With a focus on what’s happening in Jumeirah cities
around the globe, Monitor pages feature exclusive events
and timely global stories.
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ADVERTISING RATES

TECHNICAL DATA

REGULAR POSITIONS

Double Page Spread

10,800

Full Page

5,750

Half Page

3,700

PREMIUM POSITIONS

US$

Outside Back Cover

12,400

Front Cover Gatefold (2 pages)

24,800

Inside Front Cover Spread

20,900

Inside Back Cover

16,200

2nd Double Page Spread

15,700

3rd Double Page Spread

14,600

Opposite Contents

PDF (Portable Document Format)
The artwork should be a press ready
PDF file (version 1.3) generated through
Illustrator/Quark Xpress or InDesign,
saved on maximum resolution (300 dpi)
in actual size with bleed and crop marks

Double Page
Spread
Trim: 300 x 450
Type: 270 x 420
DPS ads need to be supplied as 2 separate pages
after 7mm tiling is done on both sides of the spine

All files must be CMYK format and all
black text as over print

Full Page
Trim: 300 x 225
Type: 270 x 195

9,700

1st Double Page Spread

DIGITAL MEDIA FORMAT

(mm) H x W

US$

For bleed size add 3mm extra on all four
sides after trim marks
Image loss in the gutter 3mm either side

SERIES DISCOUNT

Please ensure that text is at least 10mm
inside from the crop marks

2 insertions 5%

If text runs across a DPS please ensure
that the text is 10mm away from the
gutter on either side

3-4 insertions 10%

7,700

5+ insertions 15%

LOADING CHARGES

GENERAL INFORMATION

20% loading charges for the DPS in the

A colour printout of the saved artwork
should be sent for reference along
with the CD. Colour prints/digital
proofs supplied will be used only as
a guideline and the advertisements
will be reproduced as per the data/
specifics supplied on the CD

12 issues per year
Standard agency commission
rates apply
Additional creative solutions
available on request

Graveyard
15% loading charges in the first 25% of
the magazine after contents
10% loading charges for a specified

DEADLINES
Booking: 16th of month prior to
publication
Material: 18th of month prior to
publication
Cancellation: 5th of month prior to
publication

position
All invoice amounts are exclusive of
VAT and shall be paid in full, free of any
deductions, withholding taxes, and any
other charges including but not limited
to bank charges.

>>FILM: CINEMATIC LOCATIONS<<

The Beach, Koh Phi Phi, Thailand
‘A paradise on earth’, the white sands and aquamarine waters of Koh Phi Phi provided
the backdrop to Danny Boyle’s silver screen drama, The Beach. In fact, the fabled
island is integral to the story as American backpacker, Richard (Leonardo DiCaprio),
sets out to find the existence of this mythical tropical nirvana. Yet what begins as
harmonious bliss evolves into a destructive nightmare, threatening the lives of the
island’s inhabitants. Filming, however, incited controversy. Movie producers chose to
landscape parts of the island and additional palm trees were imported and planted
to ensure the setting was flawless. Environmentalists were outraged by the damages

>>FILM: CINEMATIC LOCATIONS<<

incurred and, as a result, lawsuits ensued.

The world
in film
In some films, the setting can prove as
defining as the characters. With this in
mind, VHAIRI WALKER goes in search
of truly iconic, cinematic locations

>>FILM: CINEMATIC LOCATIONS<<

Lord Of The Rings, Matamata, New Zealand

Cinema in the city….

Predominantly filmed in the conservation areas and national parks of

Lost In Translation, Tokyo
Starring Bill Murray and Scarlett
Johansson, Sofia Coppola’s criticallyacclaimed film saw the unlikely pair
bond in Tokyo – for them, an alien
city. For this reason, Tokyo is almost a
third character on screen and a major
influence in their relationship.

New Zealand, author J.R.R Tolkien’s ‘Middle-earth’ was brought to life
in Matamata. Constructed for The Lord Of The Rings trilogy, the lush
landscape of Alexander Farm in the North Island became ‘Hobbiton’
– home to no less than 37 hobbit houses (among those, Bilbo and
Frodo Baggins’). Hidden away amidst grassy mounds, the landscape
is stunning. So stunning, in fact, the cameras returned for the trilogy’s

Lawrence Of Arabia, Wadi Rum, Jordan

prequel, The Hobbit: An Unexpected Journey, which was released at
the end of last year.

Based on the life of British army officer, T.E Lawrence, Lawrence Of

Amélie, Paris
This charming and whimsical French
romantic comedy revolves around
French waitress Amélie, played by Audrey
Tautou. The film opens with the cobbled
rue Saint Vincent and continues its almost
fantastical depiction of Parisian life.

Arabia is considered among the greatest films of all time. Just as
Lawrence spent time in the Wadi Rum during the Arab Revolt of
1917-18, art imitated life, and a segment of filming took place in
this dramatic, almost forbidding, desert valley. Referred to as ‘The
Valley of the Moon’, the wadi is the largest in Jordan. A breathtaking
landscape defined by sandstone and granite rock, the Wadi Rum
has been inhabited by several ancient cultures, whose paintings and

A Clockwork Orange, London
Stanley Kubrick’s ultra violent cinematic
interpretation of Anthony Burgess’ book
of the same name is firmly fixed in pop
culture. Set in futuristic Britain, London
is the backdrop for Alex and his ‘droogs’
to exert their violence.

markings can be found inscribed on the stone.

King Kong, New York
Loose in New York City, the sight of King
Kong atop the Empire State Building
is among cinema’s most iconic shots.
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For advertising enquiries, contact: +971 4 427 3000 or sales@motivate.ae
INTERNATIONAL MEDIA REPRESENTATIVES

Head Office

Dubai Media City

Abu Dhabi

London

PO Box 2331, Dubai, UAE
Tel: +971 4 427 3000
Fax: +971 4 428 2274
sales@motivate.ae

Motivate Publishing FZ LLC,
Building 8, Dubai, UAE
Tel: +971 4 390 3550
Fax: +971 4 390 4845

PO Box 43072, Abu Dhabi, UAE
Tel: +971 2 677 2005
Fax: +971 2 677 0124
motivate-adh@motivate.ae

Motivate Publishing Ltd Acre
House, 11/15 William Road,
London, NW1 3ER, UK
motivateuk@motivate.ae
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AUSTRALIA/NEW ZEALAND Okeeffe Media; Tel + 61 894 472 734, okeeffekev@bigpond.com.au, +61 412 080 600, Licia@okm.com.au BELGIUM AND LUXEMBOURG M.P.S.
Benelux; Tel +322 720 9799, francesco.sutton@mps-adv.com CHINA Publicitas Advertising; Tel +86 10 5879 5885 GERMANY IMV Internationale Medien Vermarktung
GmbH; Tel +49 8151 550 8959, w.jaeger@imv-media.com HONG KONG/THAILAND Sonney Media Networks; Tel +852 2151 2351, hemant@sonneymedia.com INDIA
Media Star; Tel +91 22 4220 2103, ravi@mediastar.co.in SWITZERLAND, FRANCE/ITALY & SPAIN IMM International; Tel +331 40 1300 30, n.devos@imm-international.com
JAPAN Tandem Inc.; Tel + 81 3 3541 4166, all@tandem-inc.com NETHERLANDS giO media; Tel +31 (0)6 22238420, giovanni@giO-media.nl TURKEY Media Ltd.; Tel +90
212 275 51 52, mediamarketingtr@medialtd.com.tr UK Spafax Inflight Media; Tel +44 207 906 2001, nhopkins@spafax.com USA WorldMedia; Tel +001 212 244 5610,
conoverbrown@worldmediaonline.com

